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Abstract: In the recent block based steganalysis approaches, the aim of the steganalysis was detection and
difference of cover and stego images. In this research, there is a capability for discovering the steganography
algorithm that used for a sample stego image, by design of a multi classifier. This kind of classifying use to
steganalysis on smaller blocks of an image. Because normal images mostly have heterogeneous regions, first
the main image decomposes into smaller blocks that are similar. Then, the similar blocks put into a same class.
Therefore, it will obtain several different classes and for each class, an appropriate classifier will be identified.
This approach causes to make a decision to identifying the situation of the image blocks will be cover or stego
and identifying the steganography algorithm that used to stego image.
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INTRODUCTION

Blind steganalysis identifies stego images from cover
images without the knowledge of steganography
embedding algorithms [1]. Most previous works in this
field have focused on extracting features from images for
the purpose of steganalysis with a binary classifier which
identify stego images from cover images [2], [3], [4]. In the
multi classifier scenario, first the blind steganalysis tries
to make a decision about the kind of cover or stego of a
sample image. If the image is determined as a stego, the
multi classifier can determine the used steganography
algorithm. Pevny et al. [4] used 274 merged feature for
classifying. In their research, blind steganalysis classified
sample images into 7 different classes that stego images
obtained by 6 different steganography algorithms. A multi
classifier arranged by combining several binary classifiers.
To classifying the sample images into 7 different classes,
they are used the "max-wins" strategy that is related to
binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers for each
pair of classes. The research experimental results have
shown their approach was effective in classifying the
sample images into 7 different obtained classes. Generally,
blind steganalysis performance will be measured by the
average detection accuracy as follow [4]:

Table 1: Comparison FP and FN errors
Actual Decision
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Decision Cover Stego 1 ... Stego L
Cover Correct(TN) Incorrect(FP) ... Incorrect(FP)
Stego 1 Incorrect(FN) Correct(TP) ... Incorrect(FP)
... ... ... ... ...
Stego L Incorrect(FN) Incorrect(FP) ... Correct(TP)

(1)

In this formula, P is the average error probability.error

There are two types of errors related to this area,
including: false positive (FP) and false negatives (FN). To
have a higher detection accuracy, the proposed approach
tries to minimize the mentioned block detection errors.
When the sample cover image is determined as a stego, it
illustrates a false positive errors occurs. In opposite, when
a stego image is not detected correctly, a false negative
error occurs. The performance of blind steganalysis for a
multi-classifier can be evaluated with comparison FP and
FN errors as shown in Table 1.

A multi classifier has been used to identify which
algorithm of steganography applied to create the final
stego images. If I be a dataset of images, then L+1 is the
number of images in I and this set will be obtained as
follow:
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(2) dimension and calculating complexity, by having less

In this formula, there is one sample cover image and
L stego images in the experimental dataset. Furthermore,
final detection accuracy will obtain by average calculation
of detection accuracy of whole existence images in
dataset consist of stego and cover images. The following
formulate is illustrate the final detection accuracy of a
multi classifier:

(3)

where A  is the detection accuracy of the composed multill

classifier when real images assigned to image type I  by ll

= 1,2,..., L.

The Proposed Approach: The proposed approach, instead
of using one steganography algorithm, uses L different
steganography algorithms for creating stego images in
test and train stages. Before apply the major voting rule,
for identifying the sample image, two kinds of weights can
have effect to increasing decision accuracy of each block.
All the weights are consist of: 

The weights that are depend on different block
classes
The weights that depend on different image types. 

These two weights used to achieve an appropriate
weight for each block together. The proposed approach
implements by two general stages, including: training and
testing processes. In general, at first, whole of the images
decompose into smaller blocks, then, the feature
extraction algorithm applied on the obtained blocks of
images. For decreasing dimension of image features
vectors and optimizing performance of steganalysis
algorithm in feature extraction stage the optimal wavelet
packet decomposition apply on each block. This blocking
causes gathering the similar regions of image put in a
block and after applying the optimal wavelet packet
decomposition, the obtained coefficients will be more
closed [5]. Therefore, after applying the Shannon Entropy
Function (SEF) into the achieved coefficients, some more
nodes eliminate from the tree structure and the obtained
optimal tree will has less optimal nodes [6]. Thus, the
feature dimension decreases in each block. This solution
causes to decreasing calculation complexity and
considerable increasing detection accuracy because of
choosing the most optimal features. Although, there is a
direct  relation  between  increasing the number of feature

optimized features, additionally to have a higher detection
accuracy compare with previous approaches, calculation
complexity will decrease. Continually, stages of the
proposed steganalysis algorithm will be explained based
on its advantages and improvements, in detail.

Training:  In this process, there are a set of cover images
and the corresponded stego images. These existing
images in the mentioned set are divided blocks into the
same sizes. Because normal images mostly have
heterogeneous regions, first the main image decomposes
into smaller blocks that are similar [7]. Then, on each
block's feature, extraction process will apply according to
previous part explanations.

In this stage, because of a large number of existing
blocks and for achieving the same number of sampled
blocks from L+1 kind of images, some of them will select
randomly. This selection is  random sample block

from the cover images with  random sample block

from stego images that achieved from L different
steganography algorithm. In the next step, the extracted
feature from K sample blocks will be classified in C
classes. The Tree Structured Vector Quantization (TSVQ)
technique is used to classifying image blocks with
applying a binary tree structure based on block similarity.
According to this approach, first whole of the sample
blocks will continue to put all of similar blocks in a same
subset. For each stage of the classification, the "K-
means" clustering algorithm is used. This algorithm is
divides the existent blocks in a class (S) to two subclasses
(S , S ) with minimizing sum of internal energy for each1 2

cluster. The achieved tree is not being necessarily
symmetric. If all of the blocks that are existing in a node
are same, the mentioned division will be stopped [8].

Testing: For each of the test images, the image
decomposes to smaller blocks and feature extraction is a
routine as the explained training process. In this stage, the
average feature vector is obtained for each block of the
image. Then, the appropriate Bays classifier that identified
in training stage applies on each class of a block, used to
detect a block which is cover or stego. Pseudo-code for
the proposed algorithm is shown in the Figure 1.

Weights' Calculation: This stage consider before using
to major voting rule that two types of weights are using to
make  a  decision  more  accurate for each block, including:



-Image Decomposition
- Feature Extraction

- In the training stage
-Random Sampling
- TSVQ
- Codewords Generation
- Block Classification
- Classifier Design

- In the test stage
- Block Classification
-Classifier selection
- Block Decision
- Weight Computation
- Majority Voting Rule
- Image Decision

( ) ( | )
lb I l lCDR k P actual I decide I= = = =
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Fig. 1: Pseudo-code for the proposed algorithm

1. The weights that are depend on different block classes type I  in the K  class. These weights are used to identify
and 2. The weights that are depend on different image the importance of block decision in the majority voting
types. Both of them use to determine a bundle weight to rule.
make a decision for each block identifying cover or stego
status. When the cover or stego status by its Final Step: The last step of the presented approach is
steganography algorithm identified for each block, a based  on  decision  with  majority voting rule. There is a
corresponding weight will be allocated according to the M × N pixels sample image including MN / B  Blocks by
class of each block. An appropriate classifier is used to B × B size. The weight of each decision is calculated by
calculate the Correct Decision Rate (CDR) for all of C W (k) and it identifies the importance of the related
classes. The CDR is a weight that will allocate after decision. Therefore, the total number of weighted decision
identifying the type of an image block. For K classes that is made by the mentioned solution is equal to MN /
where the  mentioned  blocks  are  a  type  of  image I  by B . After obtaining the value of MN / B , as the weightedl

l = 1,2,...,L + 1 the CDR is calculate as follow: decision for a sample image, a majority voting rule is

(4) sample image is a cover image or a stego image created

In this formula, P(actual = I  / decide = I  is the The final decision can be made by selecting a cover imagel l

probability of blocks that are decided to be from image or a stego image with a specific steganography algorithm
type I  and they are actually from image type I . This that has the largest summation of weights.l l

measurement is different to detection accuracy and use to
correct evaluation for each decision with the actual type Practical Assumptions: UCID [9] and INRIA Holidays
of image. Furthermore, the detection accuracy is [10] image databases have been used in the
achievable for images that are in the training set and in a implementation of the proposed method. There are some
decision making process. The related weights are issues about setting up implementation environment, that
assignable  to the decision for each block. After achieving are mentioned in the previous related research, as the
C different classifiers in the training set, it is usable to the standardized using images [8]. Three (L = 3) different
same test set of images to obtain the detection accuracy steganography algorithms were used to embed a secret
results. message into the cover images to create the

If the detection accuracy of a special type of an corresponding stego images: OutGuess (OG) [11], F5 [12]
image be low, the next allocated weight to the mentioned and Model-Based Steganography (MBS) [13]. Some
type should be increase. In opposite, if the detection differences are between the new presented approach and
accuracy of a special type of an image be high, the next Cho et al. research [8]. In this paper, the number of sample
allocated weight to the mentioned type should be blocks is 30000, because this number of experiments
decrease. This routine is performed on a model of a multi shows   the   result  goes   to   a   steady   state  behaviour.

layer perceptron neural network infrastructure. The
weights for block decision of image type I , will obtain byl

following:

(5)

A , is the detection accuracy of image type I  and Pll l e

(decide - I  | actual I ), is the error probability making al l

decision of image type I  when this is not true. Thel

weights that are related to the blocks with different
classes and image type are shown by:

(6)

where W , represents the weights for blocks from imageb=Il

l
th

2

b=Il

2 2

adapted to make the final decision on whether a given

from one of the L mentioned steganography algorithms.
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Table 2: Comparison Of Detection Accuracy (embedding rate: 0.2and 0.3) 

Table 3: Comparison Of Detection Accuracy (embedding rate: 0.2and 0.3) 

Table 4: Comparison Of Detection Accuracy (embedding rate: 0.2and 0.3) 

In the other hand, in this research the whole set of sample et al. is around 10% lower than in the Pevny et al.'s
blocks are classified in 16 classes. Furthermore, in feature method. This is while the detection precision of the new
extraction stage, instead of the Markov and Discrete proposed method is much higher than both of the above
Cosine Transform (DCT) features, optimal wavelet packet methods.
decomposition on each block was applied. Ultimately, the The universal steganalysis algorithm attempts to
embedding ratio in both of the works is same. push the occurrence of these two types of errors to have

Result and Comparison: In this section, steganalysis Accordingly, comparing FP and FN values one can justify
detection accuracy reported based on blocking multi the increased accuracy of the proposed method. For
classifier. Table 2 represents Pevny et al. [4] approach by example, as illustrated in Table 2, FP error in Pevny et al.
0.2 and 0.3 embedding rates. Table 3 illustrates Cho et al. [4]   method  is an  average  of  18.3  and in Table 3 for
[8] approach by 0.2 and 0.3 embedding rates and finally, Cho et al. [8] it is averagely 8.95 and in Table 4 it is an
Table 4 presents the proposed method approach by 0.2 average of 4.51 in the proposed method. The proposed
and 0.3 embedding rates. For example in these tables the method’s detection error rate is respectively 24.64% and
comparison shows that precision of F5 algorithm in Cho 50.39%  in  comparison  with  Pevny’s and Cho’s methods

a minimum rate in order to obtain higher accuracy.
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